Does activation of midbrain dopamine neurons promote or reduce feeding?
Dopamine (DA) signalling in the brain is necessary for feeding behaviour, and alterations in the DA system have been linked to obesity. However, the precise role of DA in the control of food intake remains debated. On the one hand, food reward and motivation are associated with enhanced DA activity. On the other hand, psychostimulant drugs that increase DA signalling suppress food intake. This poses the questions of how endogenous DA neuronal activity regulates feeding, and whether enhancing DA neuronal activity would either promote or reduce food intake. Here, we used designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADD) technology to determine the effects of enhancing DA neuronal activity on feeding behaviour. We chemogenetically activated selective midbrain DA neuronal subpopulations and assessed the effects on feeding microstructure in rats. Treatment with the psychostimulant drug amphetamine or the selective DA reuptake inhibitor GBR 12909 significantly suppressed food intake. Selective chemogenetic activation of DA neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) was found to reduce meal size, but had less impact on total food intake. Targeting distinct VTA neuronal pathways revealed that specific activation of the mesolimbic pathway towards nucleus accumbens (NAc) resulted in smaller and shorter meals. In addition, the meal frequency was increased, rendering total food intake unaffected. The disrupted feeding patterns following activation of VTA DA neurons or VTA to NAc projection neurons were accompanied by locomotor hyperactivity. Activation of VTA neurons projecting towards prefrontal cortex or amygdala, or of DA neurons in the substantia nigra, did not affect feeding behaviour. Chemogenetic activation of VTA DA neurons or VTA to NAc pathway disrupts feeding patterns. Increased activity of mesolimbic DA neurons appears to both promote and reduce food intake, by facilitating both the initiation and cessation of feeding behaviour.